PW500 Igniter (CH34886)

The Champion Advantage

- Firing end design material selection optimizes life, reliability and cost of ownership
- Design incorporates advanced hermetic sealing features
- Single piece outer shell maximizes structural integrity and thermal capability
- Utilizes best design practices from other highly successful Business Jet Igniters
- Champion Engineering will support field evaluations to optimize your igniter life

Equivalent to the following part numbers:
- 502600-1
- 30J2825-01
- 3070508-01

Designed to exceed the OEM requirements and optimize life, reliability and cost of ownership with a competitive cost versus the currently used igniter.

The CH34886 is FAA-PMA approved for all of the following engines/aircraft applications:

- PW530A Cessna Citation Bravo
- PW535A Cessna Citation Ultra Encore/Cessna UC-35 C/D
- PW535B Cessna Citation Encore+
- PW535E Embraer Phenom 300
- PW545A Cessna Citation Excel
- PW545B Cessna Citation XLS
- PW545C Cessna Citation XLS+